Amity AC Pool

2020 Pool Rules
The safety of all members and guest who use the facility is our top priority. Please read and follow the rules and
everyone will have fun and a safe time at the pool.

Pool Rules
Admission Regulations:
1. All members must present membership cards at the entrance before entering the pool area and pick up when
leaving.
2. All guests must register at the office window and pay a guest fee.
3. All guests must be accompanied by a member who will be responsible for their conduct while in the pool area.
4. Guests who are spectators only will not be charged guest rates.
5. Failure to use gate tags by anyone other than the member mentioned on the tag will result in membership being
revoked.

Health and Safety Rules:
1. Only pool personnel will be allowed in the office, snack bar, storage room, or chlorine room.
2. Use of pool without the presence of a qualified lifeguard is strictly forbidden.
3. Children under 13 years of age must be accompanied at the pool at all times by an adult or authorized person at
least 16 years old.
4. Persons unable to swim must be accompanied in the pool at all times by a person able to swim. No person
unable to swim will be allowed to use the diving well, even with parents standing at the edge.
5. No intoxicating agents on Amity AC property. Persons under the influence of intoxication agents will not be
allowed on Amity AC property.
6. No pets allowed on Amity AC property. Service animals are allowed.
7. No profane or abusive language permitted on Amity AC property.
8. No running, pushing or wrestling at pool edge or on decks.
9. No unnecessary conversation with lifeguards on duty is permitted.
10. Use of wading pool is restricted to children under 6 years of age with parental supervision.
11. No ball playing in or around the pool without permission of pool personnel.
12. Food and drink are not permitted at pool edge.
13. NO GLASS CONTAINERS on Amity AC property
14. Diving is not permitted, except in the diving well.
15. All children who are not toilet trained must wear swimmers’ diapers while in the pool.
16. Admission will be refused to any person having skin disease, inflamed eyes, nasal or ear discharge, or any
communicable disease.
The Pool Manager, Assistant Manager, and Head Lifeguards are authorized to enforce the above. Including but not
limited to demanding that violators of these rules & regulations leave.
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